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Teaching with the
AP® Marine Biology Simulation

Case Study

Materials mostly from:Materials mostly from:

Alyce Alyce BradyBrady (Case Study Author)(Case Study Author)

Kathy LarsonKathy Larson (Case Study Teachers' Guide Author)(Case Study Teachers' Guide Author)

Presenter:Presenter: Joe KmochJoe Kmoch

Goals of this Presentation

nn Introduce the goals and objectives of theIntroduce the goals and objectives of the
Marine Biology Simulation case studyMarine Biology Simulation case study

nn Provide an overview of the various chaptersProvide an overview of the various chapters

nn Discuss how to use the case study to teachDiscuss how to use the case study to teach
object-oriented programmingobject-oriented programming

Case Study as Educational Tool

nn Describes a real situationDescribes a real situation

nn Provides an interesting example from whichProvides an interesting example from which
to draw certain lessonsto draw certain lessons

nn Provides a context for comparing theoreticalProvides a context for comparing theoretical
ideas against real-world experienceideas against real-world experience

Benefits of an AP CS case study

nn Example of a largish programExample of a largish program

uu First case study introduced in 1994First case study introduced in 1994

uu WHY?????WHY?????

nn Opportunity to discuss tradeoffs (design,Opportunity to discuss tradeoffs (design,
performance issues, readability, etc)performance issues, readability, etc)

nn Example of good coding, design, andExample of good coding, design, and
documentation practicedocumentation practice

nn Context for covering design and testingContext for covering design and testing

Benefits (continued)

nn Approximation of master/apprenticeApproximation of master/apprentice
relationshiprelationship

nn Rich source of assignmentsRich source of assignments

nn AP: source of non-trivial exam questionsAP: source of non-trivial exam questions

Goals for Java MBS

nn Similar to C++ MBCSSimilar to C++ MBCS

uu Teachers can pick it up faster.Teachers can pick it up faster.

uu Students can use it as they learn Java.Students can use it as they learn Java.

nn Different from C++ MBCSDifferent from C++ MBCS

uu There are differences in language.There are differences in language.

uu There are differences in curriculum.There are differences in curriculum.
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The Story

nn A CS student, Pat, gets a summer job working forA CS student, Pat, gets a summer job working for
marine biologists.marine biologists.

nn Hired to enhance an existing program thatHired to enhance an existing program that
simulates fish movement in a boundedsimulates fish movement in a bounded
environment.environment.

uu Needs to understand existing programNeeds to understand existing program

uu Designs, codes, and tests modificationsDesigns, codes, and tests modifications

nn Occasionally Pat turns to an experiencedOccasionally Pat turns to an experienced
programmer, Jamie, for help.programmer, Jamie, for help.

nn Narrative is PatNarrative is Pat’’s report of summer job.s report of summer job.

The Modules (Chapters)

1.1. Experiment with existing program (run it)Experiment with existing program (run it)

2.2. Guided tour of the code by JamieGuided tour of the code by Jamie

3.3. Add breeding and dyingAdd breeding and dying

4.4. Add two new kinds of fish (inheritance)Add two new kinds of fish (inheritance)

5.5. Provide alternative representationsProvide alternative representations
(unbounded environment, others)(unbounded environment, others)

First Day on the Job

nn ““[The program] was designed to help the[The program] was designed to help the
marine biologists study fish movement in amarine biologists study fish movement in a
bounded environment, such as a lake or abounded environment, such as a lake or a
bay.bay.””

nn Jamie not available until the next day.Jamie not available until the next day.

nn Pat is given instructions for running thePat is given instructions for running the
program and told where to find data files.program and told where to find data files.

Chapter 1

Exercise

nn LetLet’’s run it!s run it!
(using (using fish.fish.datdat))

nn Complete the table.Complete the table.
(using (using onefishonefish..datdat))

Chapter 1

Exercise: onefish.dat How Can You Use Chapter 1?
nn Introduction or Review of:Introduction or Review of:

uu Running a Java ProgramRunning a Java Program
uu Problem-Solving, Deductive ReasoningProblem-Solving, Deductive Reasoning
uu Multiple interacting objectsMultiple interacting objects
uu End of chapter -- Review of:End of chapter -- Review of:

FFBasic constructs (object construction,Basic constructs (object construction,
method invocation, loops, method invocation, loops, etc.etc.))
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Calling constructors

  BoundedEnv env BoundedEnv env = new = new BoundedEnvBoundedEnv(ENV_ROWS,(ENV_ROWS,

ENV_COLS);ENV_COLS);

  Fish f1 = new Fish(  Fish f1 = new Fish(envenv, new Location(2, 2));, new Location(2, 2));

  Fish f2 = new Fish(  Fish f2 = new Fish(envenv, new Location(2, 3));, new Location(2, 3));

  Fish f3 = new Fish(  Fish f3 = new Fish(envenv, new Location(5, 8));, new Location(5, 8));

Loops and invoking methods

 for (  for ( int int i = 0; i < NUM_STEPS; i++ )i = 0; i < NUM_STEPS; i++ )

        {        {

            f1.act();            f1.act();

            f2.act();            f2.act();

            f3.act();            f3.act();

            display.            display.showEnvshowEnv();();

        }        }

Guided Tour

nn ““The biologists think of the environment asThe biologists think of the environment as
a rectangular grid, with fish moving froma rectangular grid, with fish moving from
cell to cell in the grid. Each cell containscell to cell in the grid. Each cell contains
zero or one fish.zero or one fish.””

Chapter 2

What classes are necessary?

nn To model To model fishfish swimming in a  swimming in a boundedbounded
environmentenvironment, the program has , the program has FishFish objects objects
and an and an EnvironmentEnvironment object. object.

nn The purpose of the program is to The purpose of the program is to simulatesimulate
fish moving in the environment, so thefish moving in the environment, so the
program also has a program also has a SimulationSimulation object. object.

nn There are other useful, but less importantThere are other useful, but less important
"utility classes.""utility classes."

Chapter 2

One step in the simulation
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Chapter 2

Exercise

nn Role-playing exerciseRole-playing exercise

Chapter 2
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  public static void main(String[] args)

    {

     BoundedEnv env = new BoundedEnv(ENV_ROWS, ENV_COLS);

        Fish f1 = new Fish(env, new Location(2, 2));

        Fish f2 = new Fish(env, new Location(2, 3));

        Fish f3 = new Fish(env, new Location(5, 8));

        SimpleMBSDisplay display =

new SimpleMBSDisplay(env, DELAY);

Simulation sim = new Simulation(env, display);

for ( int i = 0; i < NUM_STEPS; i++ )

        {

            sim.step();

        }

    }

What do core classes look like?
nn Simulation:  Simulation:  stepstep method - very simple loop through all method - very simple loop through all

the fishthe fish

public void step()
{

// Get all the fish in the environment and ask each
// one to perform the actions it does in a timestep.

Locatable[] theFishes = theEnv.allObjects();
for ( int index = 0; index < theFishes.length;

index++ )
{

((Fish)theFishes[index]).act();
}
theDisplay.showEnv();
Debug.println(theEnv.toString());
Debug.println("———— End of Timestep ————");

}

Chapter 2

What do core classes look like?
nn Environment: black box; only look at Environment: black box; only look at classclass

documentationdocumentation  –– Appendix C (until Chap 5) Appendix C (until Chap 5)

Direction randomDirection()
Direction getDirection(Location fromLoc, Location toLoc)
Location getNeighbor(Location fromLoc, Direction

compassDir)
ArrayList neighborsOf(Location ofLoc)
int numObjects()
Locatable[] allObjects()
boolean isEmpty(Location loc)
Locatable objectAt(Location loc)
void add(Locatable obj)
void remove(Locatable obj)
void recordMove(Locatable obj, Location oldLoc)
// other tested methods not shown;

Chapter 2

What do core classes look like?

nn Fish:Fish:

uu has color, directionhas color, direction

uumovemove method is a little more method is a little more
complicated, has more helper methodscomplicated, has more helper methods

Chapter 2

Fish  (page 27)

public Fish(Environment env, Location loc)
public Fish(Environment env, Location loc, Direction dir)
public Fish(Environment env, Location loc, Direction dir,

Color col)
private void initialize(Environment env, Location loc,

Direction dir, Color col)
protected Color randomColor()
public int id()
public Environment environment()
public Color color()
public Location location()
public Direction direction()
public boolean isInEnv()
public String toString()
public void act()
protected void move()
protected Location nextLocation()
protected ArrayList emptyNeighbors()
protected void changeLocation(Location newLoc)
protected void changeDirection(Direction newDir)

Constructors

nn Initialize instance variablesInitialize instance variables
nn Add the fish to the environmentAdd the fish to the environment

u A Fish constructor adds the fish to the
Environment, so there is no reason to add it
again.

u It is critical that the fish and the environment
agree on the fish’s location at all times. This is
why a fish adds itself in its constructor, thus
ensuring that the fish and the environment agree
on the location as soon as the fish is
constructed.

Chapter 2
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Fish constructor (pg 28)calls initialize
private void initialize(Environment env,
Location loc, Direction dir, Color col)

{

theEnv = env;
myId = nextAvailableID;
nextAvailableID++;
myLoc = loc;

myDir = dir;
myColor = col;
theEnv.add(this);
// object is at location myLoc in

// environment
}

move method (page 34)

nn Get next location to move to (callGet next location to move to (call
nextLocationnextLocation))

nn If next location is different from thisIf next location is different from this
location,location,
uu move there (call move there (call changeLocationchangeLocation))

uu change direction (callchange direction (call
changeDirectionchangeDirection))

Chapter 2

move()
Location Location nextLoc nextLoc = = nextLocationnextLocation();();

if ( ! if ( ! nextLocnextLoc.equals(location()) ).equals(location()) )
{{
    Location     Location oldLoc oldLoc = location();= location();
        changeLocationchangeLocation((nextLocnextLoc););

    Direction     Direction newDir newDir ==
           environment().           environment().getDirectiongetDirection((oldLocoldLoc,,
                                                                                nextLocnextLoc););
        changeDirectionchangeDirection((newDirnewDir););
}}

nextLocation method

nn Get list of empty neighboring locations (callGet list of empty neighboring locations (call
emptyNeighborsemptyNeighbors))

nn Remove location behind fish from listRemove location behind fish from list

nn If there are any empty neighbors left,If there are any empty neighbors left,
randomly choose one; otherwise returnrandomly choose one; otherwise return
current locationcurrent location

Chapter 2

Analysis Question:

Why does the Fish class need an
emptyNeighbors method? Why doesn’t
nextLocation just call the
neighborsOf method from the
Environment class?

Chapter 2

Analysis Question-ANSWER:

n The neighborsOf method returns all valid
neighboring locations, not just those that are
empty.

n The emptyNeighbors code that obtains a
fish’s empty neighbors from the environment
could have been included in nextLocation but
we want each method to perform one well-defined
task.

n Including the code  from emptyNeighbors in
nextLocation would have over-complicated
nextLocation and made it less readable.

Chapter 2
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Analysis Questions/Exercises

nn WhatWhat’’s the difference between Analysiss the difference between Analysis
Questions and Exercises?Questions and Exercises?

Chapter 2

How Can You Use Chapter 2?

nn Review of:Review of:

uu Basic constructs (object construction,Basic constructs (object construction,
method invocation, conditions, loops,method invocation, conditions, loops,
class layout, class layout, etcetc))

uu Public and Private and Protected AccessPublic and Private and Protected Access
LevelsLevels

uu Java arrays and array listsJava arrays and array lists

How Can You Use Chapter 2?

nn Introduction or Review of:Introduction or Review of:
uu Object-oriented designObject-oriented design
uu Interfaces (high-level view)Interfaces (high-level view)
uu Class variables, constants, and staticClass variables, constants, and static

methodsmethods
uu Using Random NumbersUsing Random Numbers
uu The The ArrayListArrayList  classclass
uu TestingTesting

Breeding and Dying

nn Problem Specification:  A fish should ...Problem Specification:  A fish should ...

uu have a 1 in 7 chance of breeding,have a 1 in 7 chance of breeding,

uu breed into all empty neighboringbreed into all empty neighboring
locations,locations,

uu attempt to move when it does not breed,attempt to move when it does not breed,

uu never move backwards, andnever move backwards, and

uu have a 1 in 5 chance of dying after it hashave a 1 in 5 chance of dying after it has
bred or moved.bred or moved.

Chapter 3

Specialized Fish

nn Different patterns of movementDifferent patterns of movement

uu Darters  (Darters  (DarterFishDarterFish))

uu Slow fish (Slow fish (SlowFishSlowFish))

nn InheritanceInheritance

nn Dynamic BindingDynamic Binding

Chapter 4

“A” Exam Summary

nn Class ImplementationsClass Implementations

uuSimulation Simulation (Chap 2)(Chap 2)

uuFishFish (Chaps 2 & 3) (Chaps 2 & 3)

uuDarterFish DarterFish (Chap 4)(Chap 4)

uuSlowFish SlowFish (Chap 4)(Chap 4)

nn Class DocumentationClass Documentation

uu A number of utility classesA number of utility classes
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Environment Implementations

nn Multiple environment implementationsMultiple environment implementations

uu Environment InterfaceEnvironment Interface

uu Bounded: 2D array (matrix) -- existingBounded: 2D array (matrix) -- existing

uu Unbounded: Unbounded: ArrayList ArrayList of Fish -- Patof Fish -- Pat
develops this implementationdevelops this implementation

Chapter 5

“AB” Exam Summary

nn Classes and documentation from Classes and documentation from ““AA”” Exam Exam

nn Additional Class Interfaces/ImplementationsAdditional Class Interfaces/Implementations
uuEnvironmentEnvironment
uuBoundedEnvBoundedEnv
uuUnboundedEnvUnboundedEnv

nn Class DocumentationClass Documentation

uu One new utility classOne new utility class

What resource materials will the
students be given for the AP CS
Exams in Java?

For the Java AP CS Exam the students will have aFor the Java AP CS Exam the students will have a
Java Subset Quick Reference Guide for either APJava Subset Quick Reference Guide for either AP
CS A or AP CS AB. The reference guide willCS A or AP CS AB. The reference guide will
contain the Java Language classes presentlycontain the Java Language classes presently
printed at the end of the AP Java subsets. Inprinted at the end of the AP Java subsets. In
addition to this, the students taking the APCS-Aaddition to this, the students taking the APCS-A
Exam will receive the MBS Case Study AppendixExam will receive the MBS Case Study Appendix
B, C, E, and a modified G. For the APCS-ABB, C, E, and a modified G. For the APCS-AB
Exam they will receive the MBS Case StudyExam they will receive the MBS Case Study
Appendix B, C, D, F, G.Appendix B, C, D, F, G.


